Camp Hope Therapy Team
Occupational, Physical and Speech Therapy for Children

Ballerina Dreams
Release of Liability and Acknowledgement and
Acceptance of Risks, Hazards and Dangers
In partial consideration for being allowed to engage in recreational activity on certain
lands in McLennan County, Texas, including but not limited to that property known as
Joy’s School of Dance, Inc. (hereinafter described as the "Premises"), I agree to abide
by all rules and regulations which I am provided by Joy’s School of Dance, Inc. and
Camp Hope Therapy Team and/or their agents, representatives, and employees
(hereinafter described as "Owners and Operators").
I further acknowledge and understand that no warranty, either express or implied, is
made by the Owners and Operators of the Premises, as to the condition of any roads,
buildings, doors or other improvements on the Premises, or the Premises itself, that
dangerous conditions do exist and that this document is sufficient warning that there are
numerous dangerous conditions, risks, and hazards involved in recreation on the
Premises and in use of the improvements situated thereon, and that the activities that I
desire my child to undertake and my presence on the Premises expose me, my property
and my children to dangerous conditions, risks, and hazards including but not limited to:
general condition of the property both in and outside of the building including steps,
wooden floors which may be slippery and other changes of surfaces upon which
standing and walking occur. I further hereby state that I expressly assume all such risks,
hazards, and dangers with the understanding that I am exposing my person, property
and children to same.
In considerations for the right for me to enter the Premises, I do hereby release and agree
to protect, indemnify and hold harmless, Owners and Operators and each of them, from
and against any and all such claims, demands, causes of action of any sort and
damages, including attorney fees, resulting from an accident, incident or occurrence
arising out of incidental to or in anywise resulting from my use of the Premises and all
improvements situated thereon during the period of time I am permitted on the Premises
and until I leave the Premises, regardless of whether same may result from Owners and
Operators, agree for myself, my heirs, successors and assigns, that I will not make any
claim or institute any suit or action at law or in equity against Owners or Operators, or any
of them, or their respective heirs, successors or assigns.
Dated and signed this ____ day of _____________________, 20____.

Signature _______________________________________________

